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Abstract: In this paper, a new collision avoidance switching system is proposed to address the lack of adaptability of intelligent vehicles under different collision avoidance operating conditions. To ensure the rationality of the collision avoidance switching strategy for intelligent vehicles, the NGSIM road dataset is introduced to analyse the driver’s collision avoidance behaviour, and a two-layer fuzzy controller considering the overlap rate is established to design the collision avoidance switching strategy. In order to achieve real-time collision avoidance system activation, a lane change collision avoidance model based on MPC control is also developed. Finally, a simulation environment was created using Matlab/CarSim for simulation verification. The simulation results show that the collision avoidance switching system is more responsive and has a shorter start-up distance and is more adaptable to different driving conditions.
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1. Introduction

With China’s rapid economic development, the number of motor vehicles and drivers has increased dramatically, making traffic safety an increasingly prominent issue and a serious challenge in today’s society. Although the number of traffic fatalities has not seen a year-on-year increase, the latest report from the National Bureau of Statistics still puts the number of traffic fatalities at 62,218 in 2021 [1]. Collisions are consistently the highest number of traffic accidents and pose a great threat to the safety of people’s lives and property. In order to mitigate and avoid collisions, the field of automotive engineering has been dedicated to conducting relevant research [2,3]. Active collision avoidance systems help to improve driving safety and perform a key role in collision avoidance [4,5]. In the field of active safety, the primary consideration is the perception and processing of the traffic environment, and at the same time, many researchers at home and abroad have proposed many rich and excellent sensor technologies and image processing techniques [6,7]. In the field of intelligent vehicle collision avoidance control, there are generally two types: longitudinal braking collision avoidance and steering lane change collision avoidance. Longitudinal braking collision avoidance control can avoid collisions by reducing the vehicle speed but it requires a large safety distance to implement the braking behaviour [8,9]. In braking collision avoidance control, if the vehicle in front brakes or slows down suddenly, the vehicle may not be able to avoid an accident because the following distance is too small [10]. Compared with braking collision avoidance control, steering collision avoidance control requires smaller longitudinal safety distances under conditions, such as high relative speeds and low road adhesion coefficients, and its ability to avoid collisions is better [11]. Chen
Xiang et al. [12] proposed an adaptive collision avoidance control based on a topological decision method with better adaptability to road adhesion coefficient and improved collision avoidance control by switching the braking strategy, but only a single braking collision avoidance method was considered. Yan Mingyue et al. [13] proposed a new cooperative steering and braking collision avoidance control strategy, which provided three collision avoidance schemes under emergency avoidance conditions through function assignment and multi-objective fuzzy decision-making, which greatly improved the stability and safety of the vehicle, but did not consider the influence of the minimum lateral distance required for the vehicle to avoid the vehicle in front and the percentage of the vehicle width, i.e., the overlap rate, on the collision avoidance switching strategy. Meng Lin et al. [14] conducted an in-depth analysis of drivers’ collision avoidance behaviour under realistic traffic hazard conditions. The study used logistic regression analysis on real road data to summarise the factors that influence drivers to take lane change to avoid collisions, and the results showed that the overlap rate factor has an important reference value. Li Lin et al. [15] investigated drivers’ braking and steering collision avoidance limits and compared the applicability of the two collision avoidance methods and the influence of factors, such as road adhesion coefficient and overlap rate. It was concluded that steering collision avoidance was more advantageous than braking collision avoidance under operating conditions, such as high initial vehicle speed, low road adhesion coefficient, and low overlap rate. The above two papers did not carry out further simulation validation based on the findings. In contrast, the NGSIM dataset, as a publicly available and authoritative traffic trajectory dataset, is often studied in depth by domestic and international scholars in the automotive and transportation fields. Hussain Qinaat [16] et al. used this dataset to study the impact of auxiliary lanes on traffic. Qu Dayi [17] and others have used this dataset to study vehicle trajectory prediction in the field of autonomous driving.

In order to solve the problem that the collision avoidance systems in the above literature do not consider different driving conditions well, and to further improve the collision avoidance effect of active safety systems, in this paper, the NGSIM dataset is used to analyse the driving behaviour of drivers under different emergency conditions, and a two-layer fuzzy controller is used to design a crash avoidance switching strategy to simulate the driver’s crash avoidance decision. A braking collision avoidance model and an MPC-based lane change collision avoidance model are also developed to ensure the timely activation of the collision avoidance switching system and to improve the collision avoidance effect of the system.

2. Collision Avoidance Modelling

In order to improve the accuracy of collision avoidance control, the control of the whole vehicle system needs to be considered; therefore in this paper, the CarSim vehicle model (Carsim2019, Mechanical Simulation Corporation, San Francisco, CA, USA) is chosen as the whole vehicle dynamics model, and a braking collision avoidance model is established based on the safe distance model. The model, in turn, achieves collision avoidance by establishing a kinetic model of the desired vehicle’s desired deceleration and inverse braking pressure to achieve the desired braking pressure control. In addition, to meet the requirements of lane change collision avoidance, five times polynomial path planning is used to obtain the desired lane change path, and the desired wheel turning angle is tracked by MPC control to achieve lane change collision avoidance.

2.1. Braking Safety Distance Model

In emergency collision avoidance situations, the driver is unable to react and control the vehicle in time to avoid the obstacle, so collision avoidance control needs to be implemented directly by the controller, ignoring the effect of driver reaction time. The longitudinal braking distance equation [18] is:

\[ D_b = \frac{1}{3.6} \left( t_1 + \frac{t_2}{2} \right) v_x + \frac{v_x^2}{25.92 \mu g} \]  

(1)
The formula contains several variables: $t_1$ and $t_2$ represent the time used to offset the brake disc and caliper gap and the braking force to reach the road adhesion used; $\mu$ represents the road adhesion coefficient; $g$ represents the acceleration of gravity; and $v_x$ represents the initial speed of the vehicle. In the vehicle driving process, we need to set the safe distance $D_s$. When the distance $D_e$ is less than or equal to $D_s$, the vehicle system should start braking collision avoidance, take the longitudinal reserved safety distance $D_a$ is 3 m. That is, when $D_s \leq D_b + D_a$, the braking collision avoidance system to start.

Analysis of Equation (1) shows that $t_1$ and $t_2$ have a small effect due to their short duration. Therefore, the main factors affecting the safety distance model are the initial vehicle speed $v_x$ and the road adhesion coefficient $\mu$. Therefore, the road adhesion coefficient is one of the important factors to be considered when designing a collision avoidance switching strategy in this paper.

2.2. Vehicle Braking Inverse Dynamics Model

As the master cylinder braking pressure needs to be controlled for braking purposes, the master cylinder braking pressure needs to be converted from the vehicle’s desired braking deceleration. The vehicle drive force or braking force is calculated from the desired acceleration. When the vehicle is under braking, the longitudinal vehicle dynamics model yields:

$$F_b = ma_x - F_f - F_w$$

(2)

Additionally, the relationship between ground braking force $F_b$ and master cylinder braking pressure $p$ during braking is:

$$F_b = k_p p$$

(3)

By using Equations (2) and (3) above, it follows that:

$$p = \frac{|ma_x + F_f + F_w|}{k_p}$$

(4)

Additionally, because the air resistance $F_w$ and the rolling resistance $F_f$ are:

$$F_w = \frac{1}{2} \rho C_b A V_x^2; F_f = G f$$

(5)

Therefore, the master cylinder braking pressure $p$ is:

$$p = \frac{|ma_x + G f + \frac{1}{2} \rho C_b A V_x^2|}{k_p}$$

(6)

In Equations (2)–(6), $a_x$ is the car deceleration, $k_p$ is the proportionality constant between the braking force and the brake master cylinder, $\rho$ is the air density, $C_b$ is the air resistance coefficient, $A$ is the windward area, $G$ is the car gravity, and $f$ is the rolling resistance coefficient.

2.3. Lane Change Collision Avoidance Path Planning

In this paper, a fifth-order polynomial path planning method is used to fit the trajectory of the intelligent vehicle lane change. It is known from the literature [19] that polynomial curves have smooth curvature and do not have large abrupt changes. Therefore, the five-polynomial lane change collision avoidance model is the base model chosen for this paper. The analytical function of the model is:

$$y(t) = y_e \left[ 10 \left( \frac{x}{x_e} \right)^3 - 15 \left( \frac{x}{x_e} \right)^4 + 6 \left( \frac{x}{x_e} \right)^5 \right]$$

(7)
where the lateral displacement required to change lanes takes the value of the standard lane width of 3.75 m, which is represented by \( y_e \) in the formula; and the longitudinal displacement required for the intelligent vehicle to complete the lane change to avoid collision is represented by \( x_e \) in the formula.

If the longitudinal velocity \( v_e \) of the intelligent vehicle is assumed to be constant, then during the vehicle lane change:

\[
x_e = v_e t_e \tag{8}
\]

In the above equation \( t_e \) represents the intelligent vehicle lane change time, so the lane change collision avoidance trajectory model containing only \( t_e \) can be obtained as:

\[
y(t) = y_e \left[ 10 \left( \frac{t}{t_e} \right)^3 - 15 \left( \frac{t}{t_e} \right)^4 + 6 \left( \frac{t}{t_e} \right)^5 \right] \tag{9}
\]

The above Equation (9) is derived twice to obtain the expression for lateral acceleration during vehicle lane change as:

\[
a_y(t) = \frac{60y_e}{t_e^2} \left( 2t^3 - 6t_e t^2 + t_e^2 t \right) \tag{10}
\]

This expression has a maximum point in the time range \([0, t_e]\), and the maximum value of the lateral acceleration can be obtained by the calculation of Equation (10) as:

\[
a_{y\text{max}} = \frac{10\sqrt{3}y_e}{3t_e^3} \tag{11}
\]

According to Equation (11), it can be concluded that the maximum lateral acceleration during the lane change is related to the lane change time and the lane change lateral distance. As can be seen from the literature [20], the maximum lateral acceleration generated by the vehicle during the lane change cannot exceed the road attachment condition limit, i.e., \( |a_{y\text{max}}| \leq \mu g \). Therefore, the size of the lane change time \( t_e \) will greatly affect the maximum lateral acceleration of the vehicle during the lane change, which in turn will have a key impact on the stability of the vehicle. From the literature [21], it can be seen that the vehicle lane change duration is generally between \((1\sim6.8 \text{ s})\), while the lane change time taken in this paper is set at 3 s. Figure 1 below shows a diagram of lane change collision avoidance.

**Figure 1.** Diagram of lane change to avoid collision.

### 2.4. MPC Track Tracking Controller

First, a three-degree-of-freedom dynamics model with longitudinal, transverse, and transverse pendulums was developed based on the assumptions of the linear tyre model, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Vehicle three-degree-of-freedom dynamics model.

Based on Newton’s second law, the equations for the vehicle’s dynamics along the x-axis, y-axis and around the z-axis are developed. The equations are shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
mx \ddot{x} &= my \ddot{y} + 2(F_{rl} \cos \delta_l + F_{rr} \cos \delta_r) - 2F_{cf} \sin \delta_l + \omega_r \left(2I_f \cos \delta_l + F_{rl} \sin \delta_l\right) - l_t F_{cr} \\
my \ddot{y} &= -mx \ddot{x} + 2F_{rr} \sin \delta_r + 2F_{cf} \cos \delta_l + F_{cr} \\
I_r \ddot{\phi} &= 2(F_{cf} \cos \delta_l + F_{rl} \sin \delta_l) - l_t - 2F_{cr} l_r
\end{align*}
\]  
(12)

In Figure 2 and Equation (12): \(l_t\) and \(l_r\) are the distances of the front and rear axles from the centre of mass \(O\), respectively; \(I_z\) is the inertia of the vehicle around the z-axis; \(F_{rl}\) and \(F_{rr}\) are the longitudinal forces on the front and rear tyres, respectively; \(F_{cf}\) and \(F_{cr}\) are the lateral forces on the front and rear tyres, respectively; \(\alpha_f\) and \(\alpha_r\) are the lateral deflection angles of the front and rear wheels, respectively; \(\beta\) is the lateral deflection angle of the centre of mass; \(\omega_r\) is the angular velocity of the transverse pendulum; \(\delta_l\) is the angle of rotation of the front wheels; \(\dot{x}\) and \(\dot{y}\) are the velocities along the x and y axes; \(\dot{\phi}\) is the angular velocity of the heading; and \(\ddot{\phi}\) is the angular acceleration of the heading.

Considering the conversion relationship between the body coordinate system and the Cartesian coordinate system, the following Equation (13) can be obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{Y} &= \dot{x} \sin \phi + \dot{y} \cos \phi \\
\dot{X} &= \dot{x} \cos \phi - \dot{y} \sin \phi
\end{align*}
\]  
(13)

As MPC control has excellent characteristics, such as high tracking accuracy and stable control effect in the field of intelligent driving. Therefore, this paper refers to the literature [22] to design MPC controller into the tracking control of lane change path. First, the vehicle dynamics model is simplified, ignoring the influence of the vehicle side-slip Angle and the role of the suspension, assuming that the car only moves in the X Y plane, approximation has \(\phi \approx \int \omega_x dt\). Then, the state quantity of the simplified model is \(\xi = (y, \dot{x}, \phi, \dot{\phi}, Y, X)^T\), and the control quantity is \(u = \delta_f\).

Next the model needs to be linearised: a control quantity is applied to the system to obtain the state trajectory and the new state quantity is defined as the deviation between the state trajectory and the actual state quantity, resulting in the linear time-varying equation:

\[
\dot{\xi}(t) = A(t)\xi(t) + B(t)u(t)
\]  
(14)

After linearisation, the vehicle dynamics model is obtained with the \(A(t)\) and \(B(t)\) matrices corresponding to the Jacobi matrices of the state quantity \(\xi\) and the control quantity.
In order to achieve a discretization of the continuous time model, the difference equation is obtained using the difference approximation of the state quantities:

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi(k+1) &= A(k)\xi(k) + B(k)u(k) \\
A(k) &= I + TA(t) \\
B(k) &= TB(t)
\end{align*}
\]  

(15)

In the equation: \(I\) denotes the unit matrix; \(T\) is the sampling time of the system. The objective function of the controller is then designed. The objective function contains the tracking trajectory accuracy index and the control process smoothness index and adds the relaxation factor. The expression of the objective function is as follows:

\[
J = \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} \|\eta(t+i \mid t) - \eta_{\text{ref}} (t+i \mid t)\|_Q^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N_c-1} \|\Delta u(t+i \mid t)\|_R^2 + \rho \varepsilon^2
\]  

(16)

In the above Equation (14): \(\eta(t+i \mid t)\), \(\eta_{\text{ref}} (t+i \mid t)\) and \(\Delta u(t+i \mid t)\) denote the output value, reference value and control increment of the MPC control system at time \(t\), respectively; while \(N_p, N_c,\) and \(\rho\) denote the prediction time domain, control time domain and the relaxation factor, respectively; and the \(Q\) and \(R\) matrices denote the weight matrix.

The next step is to establish the constraints of the system. In the predictive control phase of the model, the constraints of the front wheel steering and the influence of the front wheel angle change should be considered; at the same time, the lateral acceleration of the vehicle should be constrained to ensure the stability of the vehicle’s transverse sway. The control volume and output volume in the system optimisation process are constrained as shown in the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
u_{\text{min}} &\leq u_k \leq u_{\text{max}} \\
\Delta u_{\text{min}} &\leq \Delta u_k \leq \Delta u_{\text{max}} \\
y_{h,\text{min}} &\leq y_h \leq y_{h,\text{max}} \\
y_{s,\text{min}} - \varepsilon &\leq y_s \leq y_{h,\text{max}} - \varepsilon
\end{align*}
\]  

(17)

In the above equation: \(y_h\) is the hard constraint output, i.e., the output that cannot be relaxed; \(y_s\) is the soft constraint output, i.e., the output that can be dynamically adjusted by the relaxation factor.

Finally, the optimisation problem under the above constraints can be transformed into a quadratic programming (QP) problem and the optimal control law can be solved by the interior point method to give the system better tracking accuracy and transverse sway stability. The \(Q, R\) matrices affect the weights of the trajectory tracking accuracy and the smoothness of the control volume, respectively. If the accuracy of trajectory tracking is of more concern, the weights in the \(Q\) matrix can be increased; if the smoothness of the control input is desired, the weights in the \(R\) matrix can be increased.

3. Analysis Based on Driver Collision Avoidance Behaviour

As it can be seen from the literature [23], this article is available from the website of the NGSIM Vehicle Track Traffic Dataset, a vehicle traffic data collection project sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration. The dataset is collected from four different regions: southbound US-101 in California, the Lankershim Boulevard map in Los Angeles, California, eastbound I-80 in Emeryville, California, and the Peachtree Street map in Atlanta, Georgia. us-101 and Lankershim Boulevard maps are common research scenarios in vehicle-road coordination, and this paper will process and analyse driver collision avoidance behaviour based on datasets from these two areas.

A diagram of the road collection section of I-80 is shown in Figure 3, where vehicle A has braked and steered in the previous moment to avoid the vehicle in front.
3.1. Pre-Processing Based on NGSIM Dataset

This vehicle trajectory dataset was transcribed from the video and generated at 0.1 s intervals as a set of data containing 18 attributes, such as vehicle ID, position, speed, acceleration, etc. Some of these data attributes are shown in Table 1. This dataset was presented in CSV and TXT formats and due to the amount of data generated, it was necessary to pre-process the data to filter to obtain vehicle braking/lane change collision avoidance. When actually driving a vehicle, there are only two situations that would lead to a driver making a decision to change lanes: 1. The driver is looking for a better driving experience; 2. To avoid a collision with another vehicle. As Situation 1 is clearly not an emergency situation, i.e., the driver does not need to make a sharp turn to achieve his goal, this paper can filter the data set using the condition of whether the lateral acceleration is greater than 0.4 g to get a partial emergency collision avoidance situation, then use the change in data before and after the vehicle lane change to get the driver’s collision avoidance behaviour. The following pre-processing was carried out using Matlab (Matlab2020b, MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, MA, USA) and Excel software (Excel 2013, Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).

Table 1. Some of the attributes and their definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Label</th>
<th>Attribute Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle_ID</td>
<td>Vehicle identification number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total_Frames</td>
<td>Total number of frames in which the vehicle appears in this data set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local_X</td>
<td>Lateral (X) coordinate of the front centre of the vehicle with respect to the left-most edge of the section in the direction of travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local_Y</td>
<td>Longitudinal (Y) coordinate of the front centre of the vehicle with respect to the entry edge of the section in the direction of travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_Class</td>
<td>Vehicle type: 1—motorcycle, 2—auto, 3—truck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_Vel</td>
<td>Instantaneous velocity of vehicle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame ID</td>
<td>Frame Identification number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane_ID</td>
<td>Current lane position of vehicle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preceding</td>
<td>Vehicle Id of the lead vehicle in the same lane. A value of '0' represents no preceding vehicle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The data is first filtered according to the type of vehicle in the dataset, excluding motorbikes and large trucks, filtering to get all data for cars, then according to the corresponding vehicle speed list, excluding the data generated by congested road sections with vehicle speeds less than 4 ft/s.
2. Following this, the vehicle data of the same ID is filtered, and the data of a single vehicle is filtered according to the total length of time (Total_Frames) collected from different vehicles to solve the case of vehicle ID reuse, then the list of vehicle lanes and the list of lane differences are obtained, and here only the case of a single lane change occurs is considered.
3. According to the lane difference list get the index of the lane ID change point, and accordingly get the data before and after the vehicle lane change and the data after the vehicle and lane change. According to the data before and after the lane change, get the list of horizontal coordinates before and after the lane change, and according to the list of horizontal coordinates combined with the continuous change condition, get the starting point and end point of the lane change. At this point, we have 610 sets of lane change data for US-101 and 874 sets of lane change data for I-80, then we need to filter out the operating conditions where the lateral acceleration is greater than 0.4 g. Intercept the list of lateral coordinates between the start and end of the lane change, calculate the lateral acceleration from the lateral coordinates with the frame ID and convert the units. The list of accelerations was traversed, and data for vehicles with accelerations greater than 0.4 g were retained (g was considered to be 10). At this point, there were 322 sets of lane change data for US-101 roads and 326 sets of I-80 roads with lateral accelerations greater than 0.4 g.

4. Finally, the overlap rate at the moment the vehicle starts to change lanes is obtained. The overlap rate in this paper represents the minimum lateral distance required for that vehicle to avoid the vehicle ahead and the percentage of that vehicle’s width: the data at the moment the vehicle starts to change lanes is obtained from the vehicle ahead at that moment by means of the time and preceding vehicle ID dual indicators. For calculation purposes, the overlap rate is calculated, and data of that size is saved, assuming that the vehicle is 4 m long and 1.8 m wide at the same moment, and save the acceleration of the vehicle at the moment of the previous second to determine whether the vehicle brakes early.

Figure 4 below shows a diagram of the filtering process based specifically on the attributes of the data set.
3.2. Analysis of Driver Collision Avoidance Behaviour Based on Pre-Processing Results

The above data set was pre-processed to obtain 610 sets of lane change data for US-101 and 874 sets of lane change data for I-80 for a total of 1484 cases. Since the steering behaviour of drivers is more aggressive during the actual lane change collision avoidance process in case of emergency, the cases with lateral acceleration greater than 0.4 g were filtered out to obtain 322 sets of data for US-101 roads and 326 sets of data for I-80 roads for a total of 648 cases. It is clear from the literature [24] that the TTC (time of own collision with the front) model is effective and simple to calculate as it can be used to identify collision hazard levels. Therefore, according to the model, the TTC > 3 s is set as no collision hazard, 2 s < TTC < 3 s as primary collision hazard, 1 s < TTC < 2 s as secondary collision hazard and TTC < 1 s as tertiary collision hazard. According to the defined hazard levels, 237 cases of hazardous conditions can be obtained as analysis targets. As shown in Figure 5, the distribution of hazardous conditions at each level is shown. From Figure 5a, it can be seen that in the actual lane change collision avoidance situation, as the emergency rate increases, more drivers choose to avoid collisions by emergency steering in extremely dangerous situations. It is also known from the literature that the factors affecting the driver’s choice of collision avoidance are also related to the overlap rate of the vehicle in front, as shown in Figure 5b, which shows the distribution of the overlap rate, dividing the overlap rate interval into 10 levels, [0%, 10%] for level 1, (10%, 20%) for level 2, and by analogy, (90%, 100%) for level 10.

![Figure 5. The distribution of hazardous conditions: (a) Collision hazard rating distribution; (b) Overlap rate rating distribution.](image)

From Figure 5b, we know that there is a significant quantitative difference between the overlap rate of the self and the preceding vehicle in terms of the number of conditions in which the overlap rate is greater than 50%, which justifies the need for further analysis of the vehicle overlap rate. In the case of a collision risk, the driver’s braking behaviour is judged by comparing the speed of the vehicle at the previous moment with the current moment, so the presence or absence of braking behaviour and whether the overlap rate is greater than 50% are taken as the basis for judgement to arrive at the percentage diagram shown in Figure 6a. The current vehicle speed also has a crucial influence on the driver’s choice of collision avoidance behaviour, then screening the speed of the self-car in the hazardous working conditions, it was found that when the vehicle speed fell into the 60 km/h to 80 km/h range, the number of working conditions with and without braking behaviour was basically the same, and as the vehicle speed increased, the driver’s braking behaviour before changing lanes also increased. The specific distribution of behaviour with and without braking in relation to vehicle speed is shown in Figure 6b, divides the speed interval into 8 levels, with (0,40] as level 1, (40,50] as level 2, (50,60] as level 3, (60,70] as level 4, (70,80] as level 5, (80,90] as level 6, (90,100] as level 7, and (100,∞) as level 8 (all speed interval into 8 levels, with (0,40] as level 1, (40,50] as level 2, (50,60] as level 3, (60,70] as level 4, (70,80] as level 5, (80,90] as level 6, (90,100] as level 7, and (100,∞) as level 8).
level 4, (70,80] as level 5, (80,90] as level 6, (90,100] as level 7, and (100,∞) as level 8 (all the above speed value units are in km/h).

Figure 5. The distribution of hazardous conditions: (a) Collision hazard rating distribution; (b) Overlap rate rating distribution.

From Figure 5b, we know that there is a significant quantitative difference between the overlap rate of the self and the preceding vehicle in terms of the number of conditions in which the overlap rate is greater than 50%, which justifies the need for further analysis of the vehicle overlap rate. In the case of a collision risk, the driver’s braking behaviour is judged by comparing the speed of the vehicle at the previous moment with the current moment, so the presence or absence of braking behaviour and whether the overlap rate is greater than 50% are taken as the basis for judgement to arrive at the percentage diagram shown in Figure 6a. The current vehicle speed also has a crucial influence on the driver’s choice of collision avoidance behaviour, then screening the speed of the self-car in the hazardous working conditions, it was found that when the vehicle speed fell into the 60 km/h to 80 km/h range, the number of working conditions with and without braking behaviour was basically the same, and as the vehicle speed increased, the driver’s braking behaviour before changing lanes also increased. The specific distribution of behaviour with and without braking in relation to vehicle speed is shown in Figure 6b, divides the speed interval into 8 levels, with (0,40] as level 1, (40,50] as level 2, (50,60] as level 3, (60,70] as level 4, (70,80] as level 5, (80,90] as level 6, (90,100] as level 7, and (100,∞) as level 8 (all the above speed value units are in km/h).

Figure 6. The distribution of hazardous conditions: (a) Braking behaviour and overlap rate; (b) Braking behaviour and vehicle speed.

Figure 6a shows that when the overlap rate is >50%, drivers tend to take early braking action in dangerous situations, and when the overlap rate is ≤50% drivers tend to avoid collisions in emergency situations by not braking and using lane changing alone. As can be seen in Figure 6b, in the set of data where drivers take early braking action, the faster the auto speed, the fewer drivers choose to brake early; similarly, in the set of data where no early action is taken, we find that: as speed increases, more and more drivers tend to avoid collisions by changing lanes alone. It is reasonable to assume that taking a lane change to avoid a collision is more in line with driver expectations in scenarios where the speed of the vehicle is faster, i.e., more dangerous. The graph also shows that between speed levels 4 and 5, the number of drivers braking early or not tends to be equal. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider whether the overlap rate is greater than 50% and whether the speed is greater than 70 km/h (the median of the speed range) as important factors when deciding whether to use lane changing to avoid a collision. The results of this data screening process are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Schematic table of filtering results for NGSIM road dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Parameter Value</th>
<th>Quantity (Sets)</th>
<th>Distribution (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lateral acceleration</td>
<td>&gt;0.4 g</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤0.4 g</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Collision hazard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Main vehicle speed</td>
<td>&gt;60 km/h</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤60 km/h</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Overlapping ratio</td>
<td>&gt;50%</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤50%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Braking behaviour</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TTC</td>
<td>TTC &gt; 3 s</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 s &lt; TTC &lt; 3 s</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 s &lt; TTC &lt; 2 s</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TTC &lt; 1 s</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Design of a Two-Layer Fuzzy Controller

Fuzzy control can be used to solve non-linear problems due to its robustness, flexibility, and fault tolerance. Unlike traditional control methods, fuzzy control does not require an exact mathematical model but a linguistic knowledge model to design and modify the control algorithm. Therefore, this paper refers to the literature [25] to build fuzzy control, which in turn designs an active collision avoidance switching strategy that adjusts different collision avoidance measures according to different driving conditions during vehicle operation, thus better reflecting the rationality of the collision avoidance switching system. According to the previous paper, there are three important reference factors affecting the determination of collision avoidance measures: vehicle speed, road adhesion coefficient and overlap rate, so a two-level fuzzy controller is designed using these three factors to determine the collision avoidance measures of an intelligent vehicle.

4.1. Fuzzy Controller I

From the literature [26], it is well known that for active collision avoidance systems, using a braking model based on safety distance instead of a braking model based on safety time can better reflect the collision braking effect of the vehicle at high speed. Therefore, in this paper, a fuzzy controller I is designed based on fuzzy control theory to take the position state information of the vehicle and the road information at the current moment as input, and the output results obtained are used to evaluate the longitudinal braking hazard of the intelligent vehicle at the current moment.

From Equation (1), it can be seen that the main factors affecting the braking distance are vehicle speed and adhesion coefficient; when the braking distance is long obviously cannot meet the longitudinal collision avoidance safety of a very short distance, so the vehicle speed and road adhesion coefficient are used as input parameters of the fuzzy controller I, and the output parameter is the longitudinal braking hazard coefficient. For the main vehicle speed, the fuzzy set is {MS1, MS2, MS3, MS4, MS5}, without considering the low speed, and the maximum speed limit of China’s highways is 120 km/h, therefore the speed range is [20, 120] in km/h, and the main vehicle speed range is normalised to the speed coefficient range [0, 1]. For the road adhesion coefficient, as the road adhesion coefficient for rain and snow extremes is 0.3, the extreme road conditions less than 0.3 are not considered, and the fuzzy set is {RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4, RC5}, and the theoretical domain range is [0.3, 1]. The fuzzy set of output longitudinal braking hazard coefficients is {LF1, LF2, LF3, LF4, LF5} with the range of [0, 1]. The fuzzy control input-output variable relationship surface is shown in Figure 7, the different colours indicate the level of the longitudinal brake hazard factor: the bluer the lower, the more yellow the higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Longitudinal Braking Hazard Factor</th>
<th>Main Vehicle Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road adhesion coefficient</td>
<td>RC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
willingness to change lanes to avoid a collision

Table 4. Fuzzy control rules in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Willingness to Change Lane to Avoid Collisions</th>
<th>Longitudinal Braking Hazard Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR1</td>
<td>W5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR2</td>
<td>W4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR3</td>
<td>W3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR4</td>
<td>W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR5</td>
<td>W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR6</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defuzzification of the willingness to change lanes to avoid a collision, when the willingness to change lanes to avoid a collision \( W > 0.5 \), the collision avoidance switching strategy switches to change lanes to avoid a collision, and vice versa for braking to avoid a collision, the following Figure 9 is the flow chart of the collision avoidance switching control system.
For the longitudinal braking hazard factor, the fuzzy set is \{LF1, LF2, LF3, LF4, LF5\}, and the range of the theory is [0, 1]. For the overlap rate, according to the national highway lane width standard, the lane width is 3.75 m; the vehicle width is 1.8 m for a B class car, \(D_o = 0.51\) at a speed of 64 km/h, triggering the switching threshold. Twenty-four hazardous conditions data sets with overlap rates between 0.5 and 0.6 were selected as validation in the NGSIM data, and Figure 10 shows the scatter distribution of their vehicle speeds at the moment before the lane change. The mean value of these speeds was calculated to be 61.1 km/h, with an error of 4.7% from the controller output, as expected.

As shown in Figure 9, \(X_{dff}\) is the braking collision avoidance hazard factor, \(W_{cla}\) is the willingness to change lanes to avoid collisions, \(v_{x,f}\) is the longitudinal speed of the vehicle in front, \(a_{ex}\) is the desired deceleration of the self-vehicle, \(X_o, Y_e\) is the desired coordinates of the self-vehicle, and \(a_o\) is the overlap rate of the two vehicles.

The next step is to verify the error between the two-layer fuzzy controller and the actual NGSIM data. As the US highways are asphalted, and the ground is dry at the time of testing, a pavement adhesion coefficient of 0.85 was selected, and an overlap factor of 0.55 was chosen as an input, where \(W_{cla} = 0.51\) at a speed of 64 km/h, triggering the switching threshold. Twenty-four hazardous conditions data sets with overlap rates between 0.5 and 0.6 were selected as validation in the NGSIM data, and Figure 10 shows the scatter distribution of their vehicle speeds at the moment before the lane change. The mean value of these speeds was calculated to be 61.1 km/h, with an error of 4.7% from the controller output, as expected.

Figure 8. Diagram of the fuzzy controller II variable relationship surface. The different colours indicate the level of the longitudinal brake hazard factor: the bluer the lower, the more yellow the higher.

Figure 9. Flow chart of the collision avoidance switching system operation.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the collision avoidance switching control system, Matlab and CarSim simulation software are used for co-simulation, and the co-simulation model is shown in Figure 11. B-Class Hatchback models are used in the simulation in this paper, and the specific vehicle parameters are shown in Table 5 below.

![Diagram of the simulation model of the collision avoidance switching system.](image)

**Figure 11.** Diagram of the simulation model of the collision avoidance switching system.

**Table 5.** Basic parameters of the vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Mass (m)</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia around the vertical shaft ( I_z )</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>kg·m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from c.g. to front axle ( a )</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from c.g. to rear axle ( b )</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre of Gravity Height ( H )</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle width ( W_x )</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of air resistance ( C_D )</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of rolling resistance ( C_{rr} )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal area ( A )</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5.1. Simulation of Collision Avoidance Switching Systems**

From the literature [27], it can be seen that the China New Car Assessment Program (C-NCAP) has set typical test conditions for automatic emergency braking systems, and the simulation in this paper refers to the requirements of the front vehicle stationary condition.
(CCRS). The initial vehicle distance is set to 300 m, the overlap between the vehicle and the vehicle in front is 50%, the simulated road surface is set to wet, the adhesion coefficient is 0.55, the initial speed range of the vehicle is set to [20, 120], the speed unit is km/h, and the vehicle in the adjacent lane is not considered. The vehicle radar was selected from the ADAS Sensor Objects included in the CarSim software, with a detection distance of 750 m and a horizontal detection angle of 24 deg.

From the fuzzy controller I output can be seen, with the increase in the initial speed of the self-car, the longitudinal braking hazard coefficient will also gradually increase, by setting the collision avoidance working condition with the front car overlap rate of 50% factor by the fuzzy controller II output to get, when the initial speed of the self-car is about 36 km/h, the willingness to change lane to avoid collision reaches the collision avoidance switching threshold, at this time the collision avoidance switching control system will avoid collision by taking the change lane to avoid collision behaviour to the front car obstacle, Figure 12a shows the double-layer fuzzy controller output results.

![Figure 12a](image1.png)

![Figure 12b](image2.png)

**Figure 12.** Simulation of vehicle speeds from 20 to 120 km/h: (a) output of the two-level fuzzy controller; (b) maximum lateral acceleration.

In Figure 12b, when the collision avoidance switching system is working, its maximum lateral acceleration increases with the increase in vehicle speed, reaching a maximum value of 0.46 g < µg at 120 km/h. No instability occurs in the process of lane changing, and the collision avoidance switching system is relatively stable.

The premature activation of the active safety system by the Intelligent vehicles depending on the distance on the road in practice is likely to cause dissatisfaction among drivers with aggressive driving behaviour and may even lead to higher risks by switching off the car’s active safety functions prematurely. The next comparative study of the collision avoidance switching strategy proposed in this paper is based on the critical vehicle steering collision avoidance distance proposed in the literature [28]. In order to verify the collision avoidance effect of the collision avoidance switching system involved in this paper, the collision avoidance results of the front vehicle stationary condition (CCRS) in the fuzzy control-based braking collision avoidance method proposed in the literature [29] were selected for comparison.

As shown in Figure 13a, it can be seen that the steering collision avoidance critical safety distance increases with the initial vehicle speed, while the road adhesion condition and obstacle width will affect the critical safety distance. The smaller the road adhesion coefficient, the larger the critical safety distance; the larger the width of the obstacle, the larger the critical safety distance, mainly because the wider the obstacle, the more likely the main vehicle will have an angular collision with the obstacle, so it needs more space.
to avoid a collision. As the above literature does not consider the effect of overlap on the critical distance, a lower overlap with the preceding vehicle means a smaller obstacle width, i.e., a significant difference in the steering critical distance for the same lane change time of 3 s. Having an overlap ratio of $O_v = 0.5$ for the same vehicle width $W = 1.8$ m and road adhesion coefficient $\mu = 0.5$ reduces the critical safety distance and results in a later activation of the collision avoidance system. The difference between the two critical distances increases as the vehicle speed increases, reaching a maximum of 16.8 m at a speed of 120 km/h, which means that the system activates 28% later and is more friendly to more aggressive types of drivers.

![Critical steering distance vs. vehicle speed](image-a)

**Figure 13.** Simulation of vehicle speeds from 20 to 120 km/h: (a) comparison of critical steering distances for lane change collision avoidance models; (b) comparison results with braking collision avoidance systems.

The fuzzy control-based collision avoidance system proposed in that literature distinguishes between the types of drivers: aggressive and conservative and provides two different braking collision avoidance strategies. As shown in Figure 13b, for the aggressive active collision avoidance control strategy, the relative distance between the vehicle and the stationary vehicle in front is maintained at 1.1–2.2 m after the active braking is completed in the range of 20–60 km/h; for the conservative active collision avoidance control strategy, the relative distance between the vehicle and the stationary vehicle in front is maintained at 0.9–6.1 m after the active braking is completed in the range of 20–80 km/h. Obviously, the two collision avoidance methods have a good collision avoidance effect in the low-speed range of the vehicle, but obviously cannot achieve the collision avoidance requirements in the high-speed range of the vehicle. According to the simulation of the collision avoidance switching system designed in this paper, as the collision avoidance mode is successfully switched at a speed of 36 km/h, the minimum relative distance to the stationary vehicle in front of the main vehicle is maintained at 2.1–6.6 m within the speed range of 20–120 km/h, which achieves a more excellent collision avoidance effect. The safety of the smart car was significantly improved compared to the braking collision avoidance strategy, as demonstrated by an increase in the speed range for collision avoidance of approximately 36.3%.

### 5.2. Simulation of a Collision Avoidance Switching System at a Speed of 70 km/h

In order to further verify the collision avoidance capability of the collision avoidance system proposed in this paper at high speed, the collision avoidance process of the intelligent vehicle at an initial speed of 70 km/h was selected. Vehicle A is the main vehicle,
while vehicle B equipped with a PID path tracking controller, is set as a reference during the simulation.

Figure 14a shows that the collision avoidance switching system is activated when the vehicle reaches 273.4 m, and Vehicle A responds significantly faster than Vehicle B and enters the lane change process more quickly. Vehicle A is the shortest distance from the obstacle vehicle at 293.9 m, taking into account the influence of the vehicle width, so the shortest distance at this point is 5.2 m; while Vehicle B enters the lane change process later due to the limitation of the PID tracking controller, so the distance between Vehicle B and the obstacle vehicle is shorter at 298 m, the shortest distance is 1.1 m, although there is no collision, Vehicle B has a more dangerous collision Risk. As can be seen from Figure 14b, in terms of lateral acceleration, the limitations of the PID controller result in Vehicle B having a higher maximum lateral acceleration during the lane change collision avoidance process, and Vehicle A has a lower maximum lateral acceleration compared to Vehicle B. This reflects that the collision avoidance switching system equipped with the MPC controller proposed in this paper has higher steering stability. As can be seen from Figure 14c, vehicle A achieves an earlier steering process and a smoother and more stable steering curve compared to vehicle B in terms of steering wheel angle change. As can be seen in Figure 14d, the side deflection angle varies from $-0.042$ to $0.081$ deg, which is within the linear range of the tyres.

Figure 14. Simulation of lateral collision avoidance at a speed of 70 km/h: (a) Lane-changing track; (b) Lateral acceleration; (c) Steering wheel angle; (d) Slip angle.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, a collision avoidance switching system based on the driver’s collision avoidance behaviour is proposed. A longitudinal collision avoidance model based on safety distance and a lane change collision avoidance model based on MPC tracking control are also established. In terms of the collision avoidance switching strategy, a two-layer fuzzy controller that takes into account the overlap rate of two vehicles is adopted, and the collision avoidance switching strategy refers to the parameters extracted from the NGSIM actual traffic dataset to achieve the purpose of intelligent switching, enabling the vehicle to reasonably switch the collision avoidance method under different driving conditions. According to the simulation results, the proposed collision avoidance switching system has a more excellent collision avoidance effect and is more adaptable to the driving conditions.

The next step in the research will be to take real vehicles for verification, and theoretical research will also focus on the impact of other lanes of traffic and extreme road conditions on the active safety collision avoidance system.
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